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Using the funds almost all of you sent along after last year's greeting, a new
Mike Wood Corp. was formed as a limited liability corporation in February 2007
in an effort to put some legal distance between creditors and previous
mismanagement. The remainder of funds raised were used to purchase new
coin-operated laundry machines for the YMCA. As it turns out, baking bread and
making soup is not a sustainable business practice in those early model machines.
Coin-laundry can be a high-margin business, and after one quarter of operations
the corporation had paid off debts and sought to begin building the business.
Through discussion with a number of parties local to the YMCA, an interesting
market opportunity was identified. Many men driving past the area were lonely,
and a large number of sociable women living in the neighborhood had less money
than they would have liked. Mike Wood Corp. recognized the opportunity to
maximize synergy between the two parties while bringing excellent value to
shareholders, and underwent a fundamental paradigm shift.
Okay Cheri, new paragraph. But first, take your top off and read that back to me.

whole

Assisting men to feel hole by acting as an escrow in passing money to the
aforementioned women has turned out to be the shrewd business move your CEO knew
it would be. A number of women are now employed full-time. In exchange for
protection, lodging and occasional assistance with legal or chemical issues, the
employees of Mike Wood Corp. are now sharing their abundant fecundity with local
men day and night. Extensive inventory and distribution service adds a much
improved element to customer "relations" over competing providers. Demand is
high, and business is never chaste.

chased

As employee overhead costs are high, some employees aren't getting ahead of
their debts (for work gear: transparent platform heels, hoop earrings, and other
assorted ho couture)to Mike Wood Corp. as quickly as they had hoped. However, as
the corporation has a large territory to cover and very demanding customers, it
is good policy to keep employees' financial health aligned with that of the
business. Having expended some initial start-up capital on snakeskin boots, a
selection of fur coats and some diamond-encrusted brass knuckles, the
corporation is now cash flow positive. And thanks to the tireless efforts of
Bruno and Reggie in the accounts department, we have pounded out two consecutive
quarters of strong growth.

haut

posted

It has been a turnaround year for Mike Wood Corp. and both the interest and
patience you, the real owners, have shown during this time is greatly
appreciated.
May the coming year bring you more bitches and money than Mike Wood Corp. can
possibly imagine,

Bambi - 10, 000 copies —
call me before you lick
the stamps.

